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Abstract:-Deaf blind individuals are avoided from most 

types of correspondence and data. This paper recommends 

a novel way to deal with bolster the correspondence and 

cooperation of hard of hearing visually impaired people, 

along these lines cultivating their freedom. It incorporates 

a shrewd glove that interprets the Braille letters in order, 

which is utilized all around by the educated deafblind 

populace, into content and the other way around, and 

imparts the message by means of SMS to a remote contact. 

It empowers client to pass on basic messages by capacitive 

touch sensors as information sensors put on the palmer 

side of the glove and changed over to content by the 

PC/cell phone. The wearer can see and translate 

approaching messages by material input examples of 

smaller than expected vibrational usage of constant two-

route interpretation amongst English and Braille, and 

correspondence of the wearable gadget with a cell 

phone/PC opens up new chances of data trade which were 

until now un- accessible to deaf blind people, for example, 

remote correspondence, and additionally parallel one-to 

many communicate. The glove likewise makes speaking 

with laypersons without information of Braille 

conceivable, without the requirement for prepared 

translators. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Deaf blindness is a tangible weakness with a consolidated loss 

of vision and hearing. The level of tangible misfortune in a 

deaf blind individual relies on upon the reason for their 

inability. It can be inherent (by birth) or gained at later stage in 

life [1].  

 

Deaf blind people are an extraordinary, heterogeneous and 

minimized gathering of people whose inability is more 

prominent than the whole of the individual handicaps of 

deafness or visual deficiency. There are around 500,000 deaf 

blind people crosswise over India. Such individuals frequently 

confront social segregation and extreme correspondence, 

formative and instructive issues. Regularly, individuals with 

procured hard of hearing visual impairment have the chance to 

learn and utilize Braille fr correspondence. Braille is a 

material letter set which each character comprising of a blend 

brought dabs up in a 6-cell requested grid. 

Our framework goes about as an interface to encourage 

constant two-route interpretation between the English content 

and Braille content (see Figure 2). This data is transmitted by 

means of serial communication between the gloves 

microcontroller unit (MCU) and either a PC or a cell phone 

with Bluetooth. Like the Lorm Glove, our framework gives 

vibro - material criticism to affirm the client input, while 

getting rid of multifaceted nature related with nonstop signals. 

We rather utilize an arrangement of discrete images of the 

Braille letter set that permits an easier plan since sensors and 

bunches. 

 

Utilizing Braille likewise loans greater straightforwardness 

(less catches) and comprehensiveness to our framework when 

contrasted with other district particular dialects like Lorm or 

Malossi. Additionally, our gadget is less obstructive than 

Weara Braille, since it is worn on just a single hand arranging 

for the other hand for different assignments (when it is not 

being utilized for contributing). 

 

II. PROPOSED SOLUTION 

 

As shown in Fig.2, our prototype consists of a glove to be 

worn on the left hand of the individual, with input side as the 

palmar side and output side as the dorsal side of the glove. It is 

associated with a control unit which can be strapped onto the 

wrist or lower arm. To create and communicate something 

specific, the client touches the sensors on the information side, 

utilizing their correct hand, relating to a particular Braille 

character design, in a plummeting succession from the 

principal spot to the 6th. Each press is affirmed with vibro-

material criticism from one particular engine on the opposite 

side of the glove. After the catches for a character have been 

squeezed, the client presses a pushbutton to enter that 

character and proceed onward to contributing the following 

one. When the pushbutton is squeezed, the deciphered English 

character is transmitted to a cell phone by means of a remote 

(Bluetooth) serial channel.  

 

The kind of Braille utilized as a part of our framework is 

unconstructed (review - 1), due to its effortlessness over 

review 2 Braille which utilizes single cells for normal words. 

At the point when a character or sentence is sent from the cell 

phone to the MCU, the interpreted Braille glyphs of each 
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character are recreated on the dorsal side of the glove by 

synchronous initiation of vibration engines comparing to each 

character in the arrangement in which the string is entered. 

Subsequently a full-duplex Braille-English.  

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Block Diagram. 

 

Interpretation is accomplished for translation by a deaf blind 

client. We have likewise built up a straightforward Android 

application that makes it advantageous for the client to send 

and get instant messages by means of SMS. In the event that 

while contributing, the client sorts &;send&quot; trailed by a 

beneficiaries cell phone number (on the Braille Glove), the 

application guarantees that the message going before 

&quot;send&quot; is naturally sent to the predefined remote 

contact. Thus, when the client&#39;s cell phone gets an 

instant message, the application transmits it to the 

glove&#39;s MCU. 

 

III. IMPLEMENTATION 

 

A. Hardware Implementation  

 

The info unit comprises of a grid of 6 capacitive touch sensors 

masterminded like a Braille cell on the palmar side of the 

glove. The touch sensors were worked by removing squares 

from a twofold sided copper PCB. Touching the sensor 

changes the capacitance of the circuit, which goes about as a 

trigger for the MCU to record the touch. These touch sensors 

connect to various cells of the Braille glyph. A pushbutton is 

utilized to flag the fulfillment of an entered character.  

 

The yield unit involves 6 unconventional turning mass (ERM) 

engines orchestrated like the touch sensors, however on the 

dorsal side of the glove (Fig. 4). Through consecutive 

vibration, they reproduce each Braille character as a 

remarkable material sensation design. Each engine is intended 

to work in the scope of 1.5-3V.  

 

The control unit of the framework is the MSP430G2553 16-bit 

ultra-low power MCU from Texas Instruments. The sensor 

grid of the information unit and the actuators of the yield unit 

are wired to this control unit. Its principle object is to unravel 

(separately encode) input (individually yield) messages in 

Braille letters in order: when the client sorts on the glove. 
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Fig. 2: Braille Kit 

 

 

B. Software Implementation 

 

The product for the framework was executed in Energia, the 

open-source programming structure for Texas Instruments 

MSP430 Launch Pad. The examining of information utilizes 

occasion activated guidelines introduced by either the touch 

sensors or information landing in the serial get cradle, utilizing 

if control structures. The got information is then contrasted 

and the passages in a look-into table (word reference), 

utilizing switch-case control structures. The push - catch is 

utilized as an outer between rupt activating transmission of 

each character while creating messages. Each character is then 

serial prepared from the glove to the cell phone of the client or 

the other way around by means of the Bluetooth association. 

The calculation utilized is exhibited in the reference section. 

The product layer of the framework likewise incorporates an 

application we created to empower the messages to be traded 

with other individuals by means of SMS. 

 

IV. RESULTS 

 

Both the input and output modules of our glove prototype 

perform satisfactorily when communicating with a mobile 

phone and PC, for all permissible characters. Vibrations from 

different motors are easily distinguishable as each vibration is 

perceived locally at the specific location on the dorsal side, 

corresponding to its Braille cell. 

 

 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 

The use of a set of discrete symbols (Braille) instead of 

continuous gestures allows a less complex design because 

sensors and actuators do not require to be read or fired in 

clusters to acquire an impulse or to produce a stimulus (there 

is a one to- one correspondence between characters and 

sensor/actuator combinations). Thus, the device uses less parts 

and is cheaper.  

 

Although the current glove is comfortable to wear, a main 

concern for the future is to decrease the thickness of the glove 

and simplifying its fabrication by replacing the large number 

of wires used with stretchable printed circuits. Our system is 

able to perform the core tasks of real-time full duplex 

translation between the English and Braille alphabets and 

communicating this information between the glove and any 

remote recipient’s mobile phone, via our app. The next step is 

to evaluate the usability and learning curve of the system by 

an experimental study on deaf blind individuals. 

 

The proposed system provides a novel way of interacting with 

deaf blind individuals. Parallel one to- many broad casts, 

which can be particularly useful in a classroom teaching con-

text, is also possible with this device. The translation 

capability of the glove makes communication even with 

laypersons who do not understand Braille possible. This 

eliminates the need for trained personal interpreters for 
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deafblind individuals. As a consequence, it facilitates 

interaction of deaf blind individuals with a wider social world, 

enhancing their independence and ultimately empowering 

them. Further applications are possible for e.g. integrating our 

text-to -sensory Braille technology with e-books by 

developing an app could help deaf blind individuals ‘feel’ 

entire books. 
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